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ABSTRACT
The ability to effectively analyse design concepts is essential for making early stage design decisions. Human evaluations, the most common assessment method, describe individual design concepts on a variety of ideation metrics. However, this approach falls short in creating a holistic representation of the design space as a whole that informs the underlying relations between concepts. Motivated by this shortcoming, this work leverages network theory to visualize and characterize features of a conceptual design space. To illustrate the utility of network theory for these purposes, a network composed of a corpus of solutions to a design problem and their semantic similarity is derived, and its design properties (e.g., uniqueness and innovation potential) are studied. This network-based approach not only characterizes features of individual designs themselves, but also uncovers more nuanced properties of the design space through studying emerging clusters of concepts. Overall, this work expands on developing research in design, demonstrating the value in applying network analytics to a conceptual design space as an engineering support tool to aid design decision-making.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Obtaining a design space representation and understanding its properties is critical during conceptualization to weigh possible successes of and comparisons between ideas. In addition to describing features of individual design concepts, it remains especially challenging to understand detailed characteristics of the space of concepts as a whole. Uncovering this information would allow designers to more effectively predict and assess the future potential of design alternatives earlier in the design process. Currently, the most common method for assessing product attributes of early-stage design concepts utilizes expert evaluations. Yet, while the use of human evaluators can describe attributes of individual design concepts, this method falls short in characterizing the entirety of the design space and the interrelations between concepts. To mitigate this shortcoming, ongoing efforts exist to supplement the process of design space exploration with computational tools that not only measure attributes of individual concepts, but also the overall design space they compose (Maher and Fisher, 2012).

This research explores a unique, computational perspective by leveraging the application of network analytics to visualize and characterize a conceptual design space. The versatility of network science in describing and analyzing different scales and modalities of data sets, as well as its statistical and graphical underpinnings, open the opportunity for this type of application. More importantly, a network approach supports the ability to uncover these holistic design space properties that emerge when studying clusters of designs and their interconnections. While network theory has seen some applications in engineering research to aid design decisions, this work proposes a novel implementation, employing the generation and evaluation of a semantically-derived, conceptual design space. If design attributes and design space exploration can be linked to corresponding network analytics, network theory could serve as a valuable computational method to support the process of design space assessments, thereby eliminating some of the limitations inherent in current approaches.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Network science

Network science, a subset of graph theory, studies the interrelation of entities via their connectivity (Brandes et al., 2016). These entities and relations take on many different forms, depending on the specific network application. For example, one of the most widely studied types of networks, particularly in recent years, is social networks, which have seen disparate applications ranging from psychology and biology, to information science (Borgatti et al., 2009). In social networks, actors or organizations connect based on their relationships, the existence of knowledge/information sharing and/or direct communication, and how these relations dynamically evolve over time. Regardless of the specific application, the same underlying theoretic concepts comprise all network structures. Nodes typify actors, and represent individual people, organizations, knowledge, skills, or any key entity characterizing the problem. Edges link discrete nodes, varying by their specified type, such as role-based relations (e.g., friendship), cognitive relations (e.g., transfer of resources), or proximity relations (e.g., physical distances) (Borgatti and Halgin, 2011). Additionally, edges may vary based on their direction, whether the relation is in one particular direction (known as a directed network), or if the direction between connecting nodes does not matter (known as an undirected network). Edges are either binary or weighted. Binary edges only depend on whether a connection between nodes exists or not, typically computationally designated with a 1 or 0, respectively. A weighted edge depends on the strength of the relation between adjoined nodes, such as the frequency of interaction between actors, how long the interaction exists, or a physical distance. Accordingly, the strength of network theory is in its versatility. Through the use of visual, statistical, and graphical analytics, network theory can be applied to varying scales and types of data sets; in this work, to a set of engineering design concepts.

2.2 Current methods of assessing design concepts

In the engineering design literature, human evaluators commonly assess design metrics manually (Fu et al., 2010; Gosnell and Miller, 2015; Gyory et al., 2019; Song, Lopez, et al., 2017b; Toh and Miller, 2016). A variety of different metrics can be assessed including, but not limited to, quality, novelty, quantity, feasibility, and usefulness of design ideas. Relying on human experts requires the evaluators to be trained on the rating specifications of these quantifiable criteria. To eliminate some of the subjectivity in these assessments, normally several evaluators assess a subset of the same
designs to gain inter-rater agreement, quantified through a correlation test; the intra-class correlation coefficient is a common example. While this process of expert evaluations provides specific metric analysis on individual designs, it does not provide a holistic representation of the entire space and how designs relate to one another. The work presented in this paper utilizes human assessments in a way that is easier and more meaningful to compare across designs and the design space as a whole. A portion of current research has transitioned towards crowdsourcing and computational approaches for executing these design assessments. Crowdsourcing minimizes the workload, especially when rating a large corpus of designs. However, localizing individuals with sufficient levels of expertise remains a fundamental issue, particularly for complicated or nuanced tasks relevant to engineering design (Burnap et al., 2015; Gercer Ulu et al., 2018). Similarly, concerns with trust and quality control exist, as well as the manner in which research investigators frame the task and incentivize their crowd workers. (Kittur et al., 2008; Redi and Povoa, 2014). A more recent computational approach utilizes idea maps to measure similarity and novelty of design concepts (Ahmed et al., 2018). A two-dimensional, visual representation of a design space, an idea map diagrams design similarities derived by triplet queries (i.e. given two design options B and C, the query asks: “Which design is more similar to design A?”). However, idea maps still require human evaluators to execute these queries. The network approach in the current paper eliminates the need of human workers, and instead, computationally determines similarities between design concepts using Latent Semantic Analysis.

2.3 Applications of network science in engineering design

Applications of network theory already appear in the field of engineering design, particularly in representing complex engineering systems (Chen et al., 2018). Most recently, Walsh et al. model engineering systems as behavioural networks to study critical design parameters and their effect on the overall failure of systems (Walsh et al., 2018). The work has discovered that bridging nodes in these behavioural networks, nodes which link distinct communities, are vital in understanding how systems fail. Along the same vein, design changes have also been modelled using network theory (Ma et al., 2017). In their work, the mechanical design specifications of systems construct design property networks. By comparing linkage weights, node degrees (number of connections on a node), and chains of links, design changes can be assessed, along with their proliferation and propagation through an engineering system. Sosa et al. also show that in systems with complicated architectures, a correlation exists between the number of hubs in a system (a component with a high degree distribution) and the quality of that component (Sosa et al., 2011). Overall, these works support the advantage of modelling complex engineering systems as networks, alleviating downstream costs, by serving as an early diagnostic tool for system testing.

Network theory has also been utilized in understanding the relationships between consumer behaviour and products (Wang et al., 2015). In that work, interactions such as purchases, buyer considerations, product similarities, and other associations are studied, by generating distinct product and customer network models. Additionally, through the construction of customer demographics and product attribute graphs, network science, as a prognostic tool, forecasts and quantifies the impact of technology on customer behaviours and marketplace competition. (Wang et al., 2016). As such, utilizing network theory to characterize consumer preferences for products has benefited in the support of engineering decision making and the optimization of product attributes.

Network theory has also been applied to understand ideation strategies and design creativity. Song et al., map a patent space into home, near, and far fields, based on knowledge distance, to a particular design task. The researchers examine how participants utilize patents from these varying fields as stimuli for ideation, and how these stimuli affect problem-solving outcome (Song, Srinivasan, et al., 2017a). In addition, Ahmed et al., create bisociative information networks to uncover cross-domain inspiration and creativity (Ahmed and Fuge, 2018). Clearly, network science has aided engineers as a support tool in a variety of aspects of early phase design. This paper introduces network science as a means to represent and assess characteristics of a semantic, concept space, generated for a specific design problem.
3 METHODOLOGY

3.1 Generation of the semantic design space

The data constructing the network in this work originated from a previous experiment run at Carnegie Mellon University, where 60 undergraduate student designers solved a conceptual engineering design problem (Goucher-Lambert et al., 2019). The problem asked participants to think of solutions that would minimize accidents for people walking and texting on a cell phone (abbreviated). Ten minutes into the problem-solving process, participants typed a functional description of their current design idea. To support their design ideation, participants were then provided with an adaptive, inspirational solution stimulus, either semantically near or semantically far, from their current design concept. For the succeeding ten minutes, participants could further iterate on their current design or move in a completely novel design direction. The semantic distance between their concept and 115 potential example solution stimuli was computed using Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA): a computational approach using singular value decomposition and the cosine similarity to compare textual document vectors (Landauer and Foltz, 1998). Each candidate stimulus that could be provided to participants originated from a set of 115 example solutions to the aforementioned cell phone problem (Goucher-Lambert and Cagan, 2019). With the aforementioned approach, 29 distinct designs (of the possible 115) were computationally designated as semantically near (maximum semantic similarity) or far (minimum semantic similarity) to designers’ midpoint solutions, and thus, provided as inspirational stimuli. The remaining 86 designs in the corpus were not provided as stimuli during the study. The 115 candidate design stimuli formed the design space network visualized and analysed in the current work. Each of the 115 design concepts were composed of a combination of drawings and textual annotations. Three graduate students at Carnegie Mellon (all members of a design methodology research lab), manually transcribed functional descriptions for the concepts (required to be at least 75 words in length to provide a sufficient text length to run LSA). With a textual description for each design concept, the semantic similarity was then computed between all pairs of concepts, resulting in a 115 x 115, symmetric, similarity matrix, S. In addition to these textual descriptions, human evaluators rated the design concepts on four design metrics: novelty, usefulness, feasibility, and quality.

3.2 Innovation metric assessment

In companion work by the authors, a new metric for conceptual design assessment was defined (Goucher-Lambert et al., 2019). The motivation for this new assessment derived from the ambiguity in, and lack of a universal definition for, the commonly referenced design metric quality. The companion work proposed a new, encapsulating metric for the overall goodness of an idea, based on more quantifiable definitions and design attributes. These include the feasibility, usefulness, and novelty of a design. Thus, this metric, I, termed the “innovation metric,” characterizes the overall goodness of a design solution, defined as follows:

\[ I = F \cdot U + N \]  

where \( F \) is the feasibility of a design, \( U \) is the usefulness, and \( N \) is the novelty. As a preliminary proof to show this new score encapsulated the same attributes as quality, a correlation test was performed between the two (innovation score and quality), across all 115 designs. With a strong correlation (\( r = 0.75 \)), the analysis validated this new innovation metric sufficiently and robustly represented the overall quality of the concepts. As applied in the current work, the innovation metric was computed for the 115 concepts and added as a supplemental attribute for each design. Moreover, as opposed to quality, this new metric was the metric used to depict the goodness of the design concepts in the network analysis.

3.3 Design concept network and node attributes

ORA, a toolkit for dynamic network analysis (Carley, 2014), provided network visualization capabilities to this work. The nodes in the network represented a specific design concept for the problem, each with 6 associated node attributes: feasibility score, usefulness score, novelty score, quality score, innovation score, and stimulus type. External evaluators assessed the feasibility, usefulness, novelty, and quality ratings on a scale from \([0 \cdot 2]\), with 0 attributed to designs exhibiting the lowest potential, and 2 attributed to designs exhibiting the highest potential on the respective
metrics. As a result, the innovation score, encapsulating the overall design “goodness” and innovation potential, ranged from [0 - 6]. The stimulus type attribute identified whether the design was provided as a semantically ‘near’ or semantically ‘far’ stimulus (or as ‘none,’ if not provided as a stimulus during the study previously discussed).

The edges connecting design concepts, weighted by the semantic similarity, existed between all pairs of nodes. Thus, via network science nomenclature, the network topology was fully connected. These edges were also undirected, meaning that the direction of the link connections does not matter (i.e., if design A has a semantic similarity of 0.48 with design B, the same is true in both directions: A to B and B to A). The semantic link values, derived from the cosine similarity between two vectors, varied between 0 and 1. Altogether, the network, fully-connected and undirected, contained 115 nodes and 13,225 links.

3.4 Network centrality

One of the most powerful graph properties, network centrality, captures the key actors (i.e., nodes) in a network structure (Freeman, 1978). Nodes designated as key actors have the most connections, have the most control on the flow of information, and have the most overall influence on the network. Separate measures of centrality impose different conceptual interpretations depending on the specific network application (Opsahl et al., 2010). In order to understand where in the design space distinct concepts lie relative to one another, this work will focus on closeness centrality. Closeness centrality determines the sum of shortest distances from one node to all other nodes within a network, mathematically formulated as follows:

\[
C_r(n_j) = \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{g} d(n_i, n_j) \right]^{-1},
\]

where \(d(n_i,n_j)\) defines a distance function from node \(n_i\) to node \(n_j\), with \(g\) nodes in the network (Wasserman and Faust, 1994). The inverse in the formulation guarantees the conceptual interpretation between closeness and distance. However, because the semantic similarity already corresponds to a measure of closeness, the distance metric between any two nodes, \(d(n_i,n_j)\), should be the inverse of the link values in the current network. That is, higher semantic similarity between two nodes corresponds to a smaller distance. To correct this analytically, the distance is redefined to be the inverse of the semantic similarity, \(s\), between two nodes (node \(n_i\) to node \(n_j\)) in the network:

\[
C_r(n_j) = \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{g} \frac{1}{s(n_i, n_j)} \right]^{-1}.
\]

4 RESULTS

Recent work have focused on how different distances of inspirational stimuli impact design ideation. As mentioned, a subset of the underlying designs in the corpus were used specifically for this purpose: provided as a near or far stimulus to a designer’s current concept to influence design outcomes. To better grasp the characteristics of these stimuli and how they relate to one another within a bounded design space, the analyses in this section focused on these designs. To facilitate with this examination, a sub-network, containing only the semantically near and far stimuli, was extracted from the broader network. The sub-network contained 15 designs provided as near stimuli and 14 designs provided as far stimuli, and thus, the sub-network totalled 29 distinct concepts.

4.1 Network density

Before analysing the more intricate network characteristics, a representation of the complete network space was gained by first understanding a global property, the network density (\(\rho\)): the proportion of links that exist to the total number of possible links. The network density provided a global spectrum of similarity values across the entire design space. However, visualizing the original, fully connected network did not contribute meaningful insight, because with the density being \(\rho = 1\), all possible connections existed. Therefore, in order to start uncovering interesting characteristics regarding
specific design clusters within the network, it was necessary to raise the threshold on the link connections. This enabled the most dissimilar (low cosine similarity) designs to become disconnected from the network, and facilitated visualizing and revealing the strongest interconnections within the design space. Figure 1 shows the network density for the entire network as a function of increasing link weights. In total, the network contained 13,225 links, with a mean semantic similarity of $\bar{s} = 0.49 \pm 0.08$ (±1 standard deviation). The network density sharply decreased between a narrow similarity interval ($s \approx 0.41$ and $s \approx 0.57$). Ideally, the design space would include a large range of values, with highly similar and highly dissimilar designs, in order to effectively study clusters of concepts. For example, if all concepts in a design space were all the same distance semantically, no meaningful groupings of concepts would materialize. Even though this design space does not necessarily contain the most diverse set of solutions possible, the concepts were still distinct enough to gain constructive insights.

4.2 Design stimuli - examination of closeness centrality

In correspondence with the density, to better visualize the broader network, the link threshold was raised to $s = 0.64$. Therefore, all pairs of designs with a semantic similarity less than this threshold become disconnected from each other in the visualization. It should be noted that this exact threshold value was arbitrarily chosen and bore no impact on the current analysis (this being one of the highest thresholds before the majority of stimuli broke apart from each other in the graph). Figure 2 shows the designs coloured based on their stimulus type. Red nodes indicate semantically “far” stimuli, blue nodes indicate semantically “near” stimuli, and the remaining nodes (green), indicate nodes not provided as stimuli during the experiment.

---

Figure 1. Overall network density at increasing link values (i.e. semantic similarity), accounting for all 13,225 connections

Figure 2. Network visualization of concept design space coloured via stimulus type, with the similarity threshold set at, $s = 0.64$
Based only on graphical inspection of the network, semantically near stimuli already appeared to be more central and deeply interconnected within the overall network. Even at a similarity threshold of $s = 0.64$, all near stimuli remained linked, while 57% (8 of 14) of the far stimuli had split off from the central group. Even those far stimuli remaining in the central group were loosely coupled, on the verge of splitting off. Now to analytically assess whether the near stimuli were actually more central relative to the far stimuli, the closeness centrality (the inverse of the relative distance from a node to all other nodes within a network) was calculated for the two stimulus types, with results shown in Figure 3. The semantically near stimuli exhibited a significantly higher average closeness centrality than the semantically far stimuli ($p << 0.01, f = 0.91$), indicating the connectedness and thus commonality of these designs within the network.

![Figure 3. Average closeness centrality for semantically near and far stimuli. Error bars show ±1 S.E.](https://doi.org/10.1017/dsi.2019.201)

### 4.3 Design innovation - understanding design space topology

The 29 design stimuli were then extracted from the overall network into their own sub-network, and coloured based on their innovation score to visualize the goodness of the concepts. To uncover the emergence of design clusters, 6 distinct snapshots depicted the network at incremental similarity thresholds, starting at $s = 0.30$, to $s = 0.45$, $s = 0.50$, $s = 0.55$, $s = 0.60$, and $s = 0.64$ (Figure 4). The design innovation score (calculated by Equation 1) ranged from 0 - 6, with lower scores shown by cold colours (dark blue: $I = 0$; green: $I = 2,3$), and higher scores shown by the hotter colours (yellow: $I = 4$, orange: $I = 5$; red: $I = 6$).

![Figure 4. The 29 design stimuli, shown at 6 different similarity thresholds, and coloured based on their innovation score, I](https://doi.org/10.1017/dsi.2019.201)
As seen through the evolution of the network in Figure 4, qualitatively, as the similarity threshold increases, designs with a higher innovation score tend to remain more densely connected within the sub-network. Furthermore, designs with similar innovation scores tend to be more semantically similar with each other. At a threshold of \( s = 0.64 \) (lower, right hand side of Figure 4), designs with innovation scores of \( I = 4, I = 5, \) and \( I = 6 \) (yellow, orange, and red, respectively), still remain clustered, especially with each other. This evolution provides insight into the topology of the design space: the location of the clusters of good and bad designs, and the strong semantic relations between them.

5 DISCUSSION

By examining a pre-populated network composed of problem solutions, this work takes a network analytics perspective to characterize features of a design space. A subset of the 115 designs (29 designs, specifically) are used in a previous experiment as inspirational stimuli. Consequently, the design space in this work presents an opportunity to study properties of these semantically near and far stimuli embedded within the broader corpus. A preliminary, visual inspection of the network graph shows that semantically near stimuli are more central and connected compared to far stimuli. In and of itself, this result is intriguing, as there is not necessarily an expectation that the semantically near stimuli (each independently adapted to individual problem solvers) should all be more central and coupled with each other compared to far stimuli. Thus, in general, the far stimuli appear to be relatively more unique designs in this pre-populated design space. Whether this finding remains true of only this particular problem domain and/or pre-defined design spaces, or is an inherent property of all sets of near and far stimuli in general, requires future studies to thoroughly address.

Now that the near and far stimuli appear to occupy different levels of uniqueness within the concept space, the next analysis explores whether a network metric, closeness centrality, can accurately assess and link to this design metric (uniqueness). Closeness centrality calculates how central nodes are based on their cumulative distance from a respective node to all others within a graph. Conceptually, if near stimuli are truly less unique designs within the design space (network), these designs should have a shorter distance (i.e., higher similarity) to all other designs in the network, and consequently, a higher centrality. Computing the closeness centrality metric for nodes of each stimulus type reveals that near inspirational stimuli do possess a higher closeness centrality than far inspirational stimuli. In other words, near stimuli are more closely related and connected to all other designs within the design space, relative to far stimuli.

An interesting supplementary investigation compares the above computation to the novelty metric of these stimuli characteristics. Recall that human evaluators independently assessed the concepts based on their novelty. In the design literature, it is common to define the novelty of a design based upon its uniqueness within a design space (Verhaegen et al., 2012). Therefore, one would assume that if the near designs are not particularly unique (as illustrated by the preceding analysis of closeness centrality), then they should also display low ratings for novelty. By comparing the average novelty ratings for each of the two experimental conditions, the near stimuli, unexpectedly, possess significantly higher novelty scores compared to the far stimuli (near: \( \mu = 1.4 \), far: \( \mu = 0.9 \); \( p < 0.02, f = 0.39 \)). This finding is an illustrative example of a point of contention within the design community; novelty may actually encapsulate more than a design’s rarity (i.e., uniqueness) in a design space.

This paper also analyses the goodness of the design stimuli and uses this property to visualize the topology of the design space. Here, an original, single measure defines the overall goodness of each stimulus (innovation metric, \( I \)), derived and calculated based on the feasibility, usefulness, and novelty of each design concept (Equation 1). Even though external evaluators independently assess these three measures, the innovation metric represents a significantly more objective approach to assess the overall innovative potential of a design, as opposed to assessing quality, which possess no real tangible or universal definition among design researchers. Furthermore, in the way that this new innovation metric is formulated, it exhibits a high correlation with quality (\( r = 0.75 \)), validating the applicability of this metric for representing overall goodness in this work.

The 29 near and far stimuli are then visualized with this innovation metric. Due to the density of the links, the stimuli are extracted into their own sub-network and visualized at incrementally increasing similarity thresholds (Figure 4). While all stimuli interconnect at a low threshold, \( s = 0.30 \), raising this value qualitatively reveals that good designs, in terms of the innovation metric, \( I \), are drawn towards
each other (i.e. are also more semantically related). Even at a fairly high similarity, $s = 0.64$, designs with higher innovation scores remain semantically connected, while those designs with low innovation scores become disconnected (or stay connected with other low $I$ designs). This result has several implications for design. The visualization alone reveals that several clusters of “good” designs emerge. This can be utilized as a visual support method, aiding designers with a graphical view of the topology of the design space: how innovative and non-innovative designs compare to each other. Additionally, with the power of network analytics, these clusters can be computationally and automatically demarcated via clustering algorithms, left here for future work. The high/low innovation clusters also emerge with high degrees of semantic similarity. This opens the prospect of leveraging a network framework as a prognostic tool for design support. For example, if a designer generates a new design concept (not already in the design space), with a textual description, they could, in theory, map their new design into this semantic design space to determine which design(s) is (are) most similar. Because each design node possesses individual design metrics (node attributes), the attributes of a new design could be automatically predicted/genereted.

While the network employed in this work studies a conceptual design space, the methods and implications in this paper are not necessarily limited to this. For example, the general approach of network analytics can be applied to a wide range of design processes consisting of an entity (here, design concepts) and some underlying relation linking them (here, semantic similarity). The study of such interactional phenomena lies at the core of engineering, thereby making a network perspective an advantageous approach.

6 CONCLUSION

The ability to effectively analyse design concept attributes is critical in the early stages of the product development process. Often resource intensive, current methods via human evaluators and crowdsourcing possess inherent difficulties, and lack in providing a comprehensive representation of the design space as a whole. Consequently, a need exists to automate the process of design exploration and to develop computational tools to help assess design concepts and their relational properties. This work expands research on the growing implementation of network theory in engineering design to aid early-stage decision making. The motivation of utilizing network theory originates from its statistical groundings, graphical power, and ability to study the relational properties between entities.

This work presents the representation of a semantically-derived conceptual design space as a network problem. In the resulting graphs, nodes denote individual design concepts, linked via their semantic similarity between each other. The paper explores the use of network analytics to characterize different features of this semantic design space, and specifically, near and far inspirational stimuli. Closeness centrality, a common network metric, substantiates the uniqueness (i.e., relative similarity between concepts within a pre-defined space) of designs within the network. Additionally, closeness centrality illustrates the difference between novelty and uniqueness of design concepts - suggesting that, perhaps, uniqueness is a necessary but not sufficient condition of novelty. Through a new and objective innovation metric, $I$, the overall goodness of design concepts is then visualized within the space. Distinct clusters of good designs emerge with high levels of similarity, providing a topological view of the design space. Overall, this work illustrates the application of network science as a promising computational approach and graphical support tool for characterizing design attributes, and more critically, for providing a holistic representation of the entire conceptual design space.
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